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HOT! Fun!

Check it out on page 3

TagBall X

Check it out on page 6

Camo 270 Rifle

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

This warning pertains to all items in this 2016 Parris Mfg Company catalog and any other items added to the line.
Backcountry Airsoft
Soft Plastic Pellet Guns

**TRAIL MASTER**

#4820C
TRAIL MASTER
Single Shot Soft Plastic Pellet Gun
Solid Heavy Metal & Plastic Gun
Will Fire #918 Soft Plastic Pellet up to 40 feet
13 1/4” Long

#918
AMMUNITION
CAL: 7mm Soft Plastic Pellet
(80 Plastic Pellets per container)

**COMPACT 308**

#4821C
COMPACT 308
Single Shot Soft Plastic Pellet Gun
Solid Heavy Metal & Plastic Gun
Will Fire #918 Soft Plastic Pellet up to 45 feet
23” Long.

**HIGH COUNTRY HUNTER**

#4822C
HIGH COUNTRY HUNTER
Single Shot Soft Plastic Pellet Gun
Solid Heavy Metal & Plastic Gun
Will Fire #918 Soft Plastic Pellet up to 48 feet
32 3/4” Long.

B - Bulk   C - Carded
4810
Tagball X Gun
Shoots Velcro Balls
Gun packaged in blister pack
Action: B/O Powered Semi-automatic
Ammunition: 15 mm TagBalls
Power Source: 4 “AA” Batteries
Barrel: Smoothbore
Sights: Fixed Tactical
Capacity: 12 Shot
Max Velocity: 50 fps, 80 fps
Max shooting distance: 50 feet
Overall Length: 21.25”
Weight: 1.76 pounds

4813
Tagball X Target
Has numbers on it for scoring
Target packaged in poly bag with header
Size: 13” x 13”
Target area made of Velcro fastener.
Include loop to hang target on vertical surface.

4811
Tagball X Tactical Vest
Target areas made of Velcro fastener
Vest packed in poly bag with header
Made of high quality cool mesh nylon.
Fully adjustable, one size fits all.

4814
Tagball X Goggles
Goggles packaged on Blister Card
One size fits all
Color: Black with clear lens
Uv400 Protection
Anti-Scratch / Shatterproof Lens
Includes adjustable head strap

4815
Tagball X Patches
Patches packaged in poly bag with header
Size: 2.5” x 3”
Embroidered / Velcro fastener backed

4812
Tagball X Velcro Balls
Balls: 15 mm
25 Balls packaged in poly bag with header
Frontier Rifles

All Frontier rifles shown have been designed after the original rifles and muskets of their respective era. Each is constructed with a solid one-piece wood stock with metal & plastic parts. All will fire #917 pull off caps.

1861B & 1861C
Civil War Musket
37.5” Long

1836B & 1836C
Davy Crockett’s “Old Betsy”
37.5” Long

1777B & 1777C
Indian Rifle
37.5” Long

1731B & 1731C
The Kentuckian
37.5” Long

1633B & 1633C
Pirate Rifle
37.5” Long

1732B
The Kentuckian Full Size
53 ½” Long

This card available for all rifles shown below.
Frontier Pistols

All Frontier pistols shown have been designed after the original pistols of their respective era. Each is constructed with a solid one-piece wood stock, made of die-cast metal with plastic parts. All will fire #917 caps one at a time.

This card available for pistols 1729, 1862, 1900, 2000.

1729B & 1729C
Kentucky Pistol
13.5” Long

1862B & 1862C
Civil War Pistol
13.5” Long

2000B & 2000C
Hex Double Barrel Pistol
10” Long

1775C & 1775B
Freedom Pistol
19.5” Long

1900B & 1900C
Hex Barrel Over & Under Pistol
9” Long

Western Rifles

2200 The Coachman® - 31” Long
Solid one-piece wood stock, two painted steel barrels, die-cast double hammer, double action mechanism with single trigger. Will fire #917 pull off caps one at a time on each hammer. Available in Bulk & Carded.

2700 Saddle Rifle - 31” Long
Silver plated western style lever action saddle rifle. Solid one-piece wood stock, die-cast operating mechanism, painted steel barrel with plastic parts. Available in Bulk & Carded.

B - Bulk  C - Carded
2205B Miniature Double Barrel Shotgun - 22” Long
Colorful one piece stock with two barrels and double hammer. Has double action mechanism with single trigger. Assorted colors (Red & Blue). Will fire #917 pull off caps one at a time on each hammer. Available in Bulk only.

2505B Miniature Lever Action Rifle - 21” Long
Colorful one piece stock has die-cast operating mechanism and painted steel barrel. Assorted colors (Red & Blue). Available in Bulk only.

Hunting Guns
270 Bolt Action Rifle
Solid Wood, Steel & Plastic Bolt Action Rifle with scope and a magazine that holds 3 imitation bullets. This rifle ejects the bullets when the bolt is pulled back. 28” Long - Comes on Card and Bulk. Imported from China.

Solid Wood & Steel Pump Action Shotgun. This Shotgun has real pump action that sounds just like a real shotgun when pulled. Comes in Bulk and on a Card. 30.25” Long - Imported from China.

Pump Shotgun
Pump Camouflage Shotgun Carded
B - Bulk C - Carded
Camouflage Guns

All Camouflage Guns have a Special designed Camouflage produced for Parris Manufacturing Company

1731CCM Camo Big Game Musket
37" Musket designed after the original rifle. Wood & Steel with special Parris camouflage. Fires #917 pull off caps one at a time. Also available in bulk 1731BCM.

2200BCM Camo Double Barrel Shotgun
Solid one-piece wood stock with special Parris camouflage, two painted steel barrels, die-cast double hammer, double action mechanism with single trigger. 31" long and will fire #917 caps one on each hammer.

2000BCM Camo Hex Double Barrel Pistol
Solid one-piece wood stock with special Parris camouflage, black hex plastic barrels, die-cast double hammer, double action mechanism with single trigger. 10" long and will fire #917 pull off caps one on each hammer.

1729BCM Camo Kentucky Pistol
Constructed with a solid one-piece wood stock with special Parris Camouflage & black steel barrel. 14" long and will fire #917 pull off caps one at a time.

WOOD & STEEL PINK FRONTIER & WESTERN GUNS FOR THE GIRLS

1729BP (bulk)
1729CP (carded)
Lady Kentuckian Pistol
Fires pull off caps #917 - 13.5" Long
Imported from China.

2700BP
Cowgirl Saddle Rifle - 31" Long
Silver plated western style lever action saddle rifle. Solid one-piece Pink wood stock, die-cast operating mechanism, painted steel barrel with plastic parts. Imported from China.

1731BP (bulk)
1731CP (carded)
Lady Kentuckian Rifle
Fires pull off caps #917 - 37.5" Long
Imported from China.

B - Bulk  C - Carded
Flintlock Cap Guns

Kentucky Flintlock Pistol
1729BFL & 1729CFL
13.5" Long

Kentucky Flintlock Musket
1731BFL & 1731CFL
37.5" Long
Solid Wood & Steel with New Flintlock Hammer & Strike Plate. Designed from the real Flintlock Pistols & Rifles used during the American Revolutionary War. Fires #917 pull off caps. Comes also on Card. Imported from China.

Military Rifles

Automatic Kombatter

3100B

3100B Automatic Kombatter - Jungle Camouflage
Styled after the M-14 military rifle. Has housing with a rapid fire trigger and break-away sling. Made with die-cast & plastic parts. 28" Long in Bulk only.

The Original Trainerifle

K-21C Kadet Trainerifle
Silver plated detailed version of the 1903 Springfield rifle. Operating bolt action and clicker trigger with break-away sling. 29 ½ inches long. Also available Bulk K-21B.

M-30 Full Size Trainerifle
Silver plated detailed version of the 1903 Springfield rifle. Operating bolt action and clicker trigger with adjustable sling. 42 inches in length, comes in Walnut and White. Bulk only.

B - Bulk  C - Carded
Western Ring Cap Rifles & Pistols

"COWBOY COLLECTION"

Solid Die-cast Metal Pistol

All Western Pistols & Rifles shown have been designed after the original rifles and pistols of the Wild West era. Each gun is constructed with solid die-cast metal that looks like real antique metal and quality plastic that looks just like real wood. The rifles & pistols either fire plastic strip caps or ring caps. All of these guns make great Theatrical Props. Made in Italy.

**Rifles**

- **4603C**
  - Big Tex Holster Set
  - Vinyl Holster with Belt
  - (This card also used for 4604)
  - 31" long

- **4600C**
  - Jefferson Rifle
  - Fires strip caps #915
  - 30.5" long

- **4602C**
  - Grizzly Rifle
  - Fires strip caps #915
  - 29" long

- **4601B & 4601C**
  - Old Tex Rifle
  - Fires 12 shot ring caps #914
  - Also comes carded 4601C
  - 31" long

All the toy gun replicas shown on this page will have the **FULL ORANGE TIP** as required by Federal Law.

**MINI CAP GUNS**

Each Mini Cap gun and gun set will be packaged on the blister card below.

- **4906C**
  - MIGHTY MIDGET
  - Die-cast metal mini pistol with Key chain.
  - Each gun is between 2" to 2 5/8" Long.
  - Fires the #917 pull off plastic ring caps.
  - Made in China.

- **4905C**
  - STEEL SHOTS
  - Die-cast metal mini pistols.
  - Each gun is between 3" to 3 1/2" Long.
  - Fires the #917 pull off plastic ring caps.
  - Made in China.
Western Cap Guns

Solid Die-cast Metal Cap Gun Holster Sets

**Lawman**
Solid Die-Cast Metal 10.5”
Pistol with Holster & Belt
Fires 12 Ring caps #914
Pistol made in Spain

**Outlaw**
Solid Die-Cast Metal 10.5”
Pistol with Holster & Belt
Fires 12 Ring caps #914
Pistol made in Spain

**4710C & 4710B**
Maverick
Solid Die-Cast Metal Pistol 8.5” Long
Cast from Original 1950’s Mold
Fires #912 Paper Roll Caps
Also come in Bulk #4710B
Made in USA

**4627C & 4627B**
US Marshal
Metal Pistol with plastic cylinder.
Fires #913 8 shot ring caps.
Will eject ring caps, - 9” Long.
Comes in Bulk #4627B
Made in USA

**4626C**
Mustang
Metal Pistol with plastic cylinder.
7.5” Long
Fires #913 8 shot ring caps.
Imported from Italy.

**4632C**
Deputy Double Holster Set
Plastic Pistols with inside
cylinder metal cap ejection.
Pistols are 8.5” Long
Fires #913 8 shot ring caps.
Imported from Italy.

**4707C**
B - Bulk  C - Carded

**4708C**
Western Sets

4618SB
Texas Ranger Double Holster Set
This set includes two 11” long solid die-cast pistols, holsters, belt & badge. Fires 12 shot ring caps #914. Pistol Made in Italy

4617C
Billy the Kid
Includes 8.5” long solid die-cast metal Pistol, Holster & Belt. Fires 8 shot ring caps #913. Pistol made in Spain.

4619C & 4619B
Doc Holliday Holster Set
This set includes a 10.5” long solid die-cast pistol, belt & holster. Fires 12 shot ring caps #914. Also comes in Bulk #4619B. Pistol made in Spain

Texas Rose
Solid Die-Cast Metal 10.5” Pistol with Holster & Belt
Fires 12 Ring caps #914
Also comes in Bulk #4709B
Pistol made in Spain

Cowgirl
Die-Cast Metal 8” Pistol with Holster & Belt
Fires 8 Ring caps #913
Pistol made in Italy

Civil War Sets

Johnny Reb & Billy Yank Pistol Sets
Confederate States & United States decorated vinyl holster with belt. Finger tip break barrel action with removable cylinder. The pistol is 9.5” long made of solid die-cast metal and fires 8 shot ring caps #913. Pistol made in Italy.
Western Pistols

NEW PACKAGING!

Made of Solid Die-cast Metal with Plastic

140 Side-Loading Pistol - 8.5” Long
Solid die-cast metal repeater cap pistol with plastic grip and silver finish. Shoots roll caps #912.

250 Western Girl Single Holster Set - 8.5” Long
Solid die-cast metal repeater cap pistol with a plastic pink grip. This set has a decorated vinyl holster and belt. Shoots roll caps #912.

652 Cavalry Pistol & Holster Set - 11” Long
Decorated vinyl holster & belt, pistol made of Solid die-cast metal with plastic grip and has a revolving cylinder. Finger tip break barrel action. Shoots roll caps #912. (Great Theatrical Prop.)

650 Revolving Cylinder Break Action Repeater Pistol - 11” Long
“Long barrel” Solid die-cast metal pistol with plastic grip and has a revolving cylinder and break action. Shoots roll caps #912. (Great Theatrical Prop.)

656 Cowboy Pistol & Holster Set - 11” Long
“Long barrel” pistol made with Solid die-cast metal with plastic grip and has a revolving cylinder & break action. This set has a decorated vinyl holster. Shoots roll caps #912. (Great Theatrical Prop.)

9941 Li’l Ranger Double Holster Set - 5.5” Long
Two Solid die-cast Metal pistols with decorated vinyl holsters and belt.

C - Carded  B - Bulk
Western Pistols

Made of Solid Die-cast Metal with Plastic

5502C Stagecoach Single Holster Set
Molded holster with belt has the look of authentic hand tooling. Solid die-cast metal repeater 8.5” long cap pistol with plastic grip. Fires #912 paper roll caps.

5504C Black Pistol Single Holster Set
Decorated vinyl holster with belt. Die-cast metal black repeater 8.5” long cap pistol with plastic grip. Fires #912 paper roll caps.

5506SB Scout Double Holster Set
Decorated vinyl holsters with belt. Two 8.5” long solid die-cast metal repeater cap pistols with plastic grips boxed. Fires #912 paper roll caps.

5510SB Stagecoach Double Holster Set
Molded holsters with belt, has the look of authentic hand tooling. Two 8.5” long solid die-cast metal repeater cap pistols with plastic grips boxed. Fires #912 paper roll caps.

251SB Western Girl Double Holster Set
Decorated vinyl holsters with belt. Two 8.5” long solid die-cast metal repeater cap pistols with plastic grips boxed. Fires #912 paper roll caps.

5513 Double Holster Set
Decorated vinyl holsters with 8.5” long solid die-cast metal repeater pistols with plastic grips, belt and metal badge. Fires #912 paper roll caps.
Handcuffs

5007C Western Handcuffs
- Western replica handcuffs
- Lock up handcuffs with 2 keys
- Made of Die-cast Metal
- Quick release safety latches

CAUTION:
These handcuffs use a real locking mechanism. Use only under adult supervision.

Spurs

125C Western Spurs
6.5” long metal spurs, a metal star & chain with adjustable vinyl strap.

Badges

8512C TX Ranger Badge
Shiny silver metal badge with sliding clip on back.

8513C Sheriff Badge
Shiny silver metal badge with sliding clip on back.

Trick Rope

5006C Trick Rope
- Will spin
- Approximately 6’ long
- Made with safety release

Made of Solid Die-cast Metal & Stamped Metal

CAUTION:
These handcuffs use a real locking mechanism. Use only under adult supervision.
**DETECTIVE PISTOL SETS**

*Jr. Detective #4624C*
Metal & Plastic Pistol 6” Long
Fires #913 8 Shot Ring Caps
Imported from Italy

*Detective #4625C*
Plastic Pistol 7” Long
Fires #914 12 Shot Ring Caps
Imported from Italy

**SECRET AGENT**

*Secret Agent Pistol Set #4631C*
Plastic Pistol with
- Auto eject caps
- Working clip
Fires #915 Strip Caps
Pistol is 6.75” Long.
Imported from Italy.

**AUTO CAP**

*4612C Model 9mm*
7.5” Long
Made of blue plastic with white handle.
Auto eject caps - Working Clip - Action Barrel
Fires #915 strip caps
Imported from Italy

*4613C Model 1911*
8” Long
Made of green plastic with pearl handle.
Semi-Auto Action
Fires #915 strip caps
Imported from Italy

*4628C Desert Storm*
9” Long
Made of pewter plastic with brown handle.
Semi-Auto Action
Fires #915 strip caps
Imported from Italy

*4614C Model UZI*
20.5” Long (Stock unfolded)
Made of clear plastic, you will be able to see the strip caps and mechanisms inside the UZI.
Fires #915 strip caps
Imported from Italy
Li’L Ranger Rifle

Li’L Ranger Rifle is made for the little guy or girl who wants to play big. This Western Rifle is made of metal and plastic with a sling; the plastic looks like wood and the metal has a western design. This Rifle has an easy working latch to open and load caps; fires our #913 8 shot plastic ring caps. 27" Long. Imported from China. Bulk & Carded.

Crossfire

Western Pistol and Rifle made of metal and plastic; the plastic looks like wood and the metal has a western design with sights on the barrel. Pull the trigger guard to open and load caps; each fires our #913 8 shot plastic ring caps. Imported from China. Bulk & Carded.

Caps

Roll Caps
2 Plastic Cylinders Per Card
1200 Total Action Shots

8-Shot Ring Caps
144 Single-Action Shots

12-Shot Ring Caps
144 Single-Action Shots

Strip Caps
208 Single-Action Shots

Pull Off Caps
144 Single Shot Caps

Roll Cap Safety Rules
- Never point at or shoot at anyone.
- Do NOT fire closer than 1 ft to ear.
- Hold gun at arm’s length when firing.
- Unload gun when not in use.
- Store ammunition separately from gun.
- Treat every gun with respect.
- Never carry caps in pocket as caps may ignite & cause burns injuries.
- Do NOT remove caps from their package until ready to use.
- CAUTION: Use only under adult supervision.
Our SPORTSMAN air soft guns are made from original designs of western and sporting models. Each gun is made of high quality plastic. The stock of these guns look like real wood and the barrels look like real steel. All SPORTSMAN guns will shoot our orange soft rubber ammo 20 to 50 feet. These guns do not use air cylinders; as you cock the lever or hammer on the gun it will compress its own air. Made in Italy.

**Ammunition**

#916
SOFT RUBBER AMMO
20 Extra shots
1/4" in Diameter x 10/16" Long

**SB - Shadow Box  C - Carded**
AGE 14+

Air Soft Rifles

4611C
SHOTGUN
35 1/4" Long
Side Lever Action
1 Magazine
Shoots #916 Soft Rubber Ammo up to 50 feet

CAUTION:
Not recommended for children under 3 years of age.
Do not load gun with any objects other than those made specifically for the toy gun.
Unload when not in use.
Never aim or shoot at any animal.
Do not aim at eyes or face.
Please read warnings carefully and retain.
This caution is recommended for the following items:
All items on this page 17 and page 18 which all are for Age 14+.

ZOMBIE HUNTER

4630CZH
ZOMBIE GUN
Magazine holds up to 6 #916 rubber soft bullets.
Shoots the #916 ammo up to 40 feet.
Made of durable plastic. 12” Long.
Imported from Italy.

GAME TARGET

8515 & 8516ZH Targets come in 10” round x 1.5” thick reusable poly bag with snap.
The Game Target & Zombie Target are pop up targets, they set up 24” x 24” x 12”.
These Targets have velcro connect straps to make them stand in place.

These Targets are made for our Air Soft Guns. Shooting our #916 Ammo into one of the pockets scores you a certain amount of points; highest points wins. The Game & Zombie Targets have two targets; a Deer & Zombie on one side and a standard target on the other. Made of flame retardant light weight tent material. Imported from China.
Dart Guns

**SHOOTS SUCTION CUP SAFETY DARTS**

Parris Air Dart Pistols, Rifle & Shotgun can fire and stick the dart up to 15 feet with just a puff of air. These Air Guns can only shoot our special Darts.

**4505C**

**12 Gauge Pump Shotgun**

1 each 27” long Plastic Shotgun with 10 Darts.

**4500C**

**Western Air Single Pistol**

1 each 11.5” long Plastic Pistol with 5 Darts & Dart Holder.

**4502C**

**Western Air Pistols Double Holster Set**

2 each 11.5” long Plastic Pistols with 2 Holsters, 10 Darts, Dart Holders & Belt

**4501C**

**Western Air Pistol Single Holster Set**

1 each 11.5” long Plastic Pistol with Holster, 5 Darts, Dart Holder & Belt

**Western Sheriff Air Dart Gun Adventure Set**

This Set includes:

1 each 24” long Plastic Rifle, 1 each 11.5” long Plastic Pistol & Holster with 10 Darts, 2 Dart Holders, Badge, Belt and Handcuffs.

**4503C**

1 each 24” long Plastic Rifle with 10 Darts, 2 Dart Holders & Badge.

**4504C**

All Air Dart Guns are made of a light but very Durable Plastic
**Bow & Arrow Sets**

**7070**
- 27” Fiberglass Bow
- 2-12” Arrows with Safety Rubber Tips

**7500**
- 34” Fiberglass Bow
- 4-12” Arrows with Safety Rubber Tips
- Plastic Quiver

**7205**
- 34” Fiberglass Bow
- 3-12” Arrows with Safety Rubber Tips
- 4-Color Target

**7101**
- 27” Fiberglass Bow
- 2-12” Arrows with Safety Rubber Tips
- 4-Color Target

---

**7351 Junior Archery Set**
Set Includes:
- 39” Fiberglass Bow
- 3-18” Arrows with Safety Rubber Tips
- 4-Color Target

---

The following information is recommended for all items on pages 20, 21 & 22.

Recommended for target shooting only. For ages 6 and over with adult supervision.

**WARNING!** DO NOT USE WITHOUT RUBBER TIP. If tip is damaged discontinue use.

**WARNING!** In using this bow and arrow set, the bow pull should not exceed the length of the arrow. Excess bending of the bow could cause damage to the fiberglass composition of the bow. If damage occurs contact Parris Mfg. Co. About replacement information. **DO NOT USE THE BOW IF FIBERGLASS HAS BEEN DAMAGED. DO NOT USE WITHOUT RUBBER TIP. IF TIP IS DAMAGED, DISCONTINUE USE.**

**WARNING!** Do not aim at eyes or face!
Bow & Arrow Sets

**7501 - AVI**
- 34” Fiberglass Bow
- 4-12” Arrows with Safety Rubber Tips
- Plastic Quiver

**7502 - Warrior Princess**
- 34” Fiberglass Bow
- 4-12” Arrows with Safety Rubber Tips
- Plastic Quiver

Camouflage Jr. Archery Sets

**7352**
**Big Game Jr. Archery Set**
39” Camo Bow, 3 Camo Arrows with Game Target

**7362**
**Compound Bow Jr. Archery Set**
27” Camo Bow, 3 Camo Arrows with Game Target
**Tepees**

- **Eagle Sunrise Tepee**
  - *Size*: 37.5" L x 37.5" W x 51" H
  - Water resistant nylon fabric
  - Has floor liner & door ties
  - Great for indoor/outdoor fun
  - Frame made of PVC Poles

- **Big Chief Tepee**
  - *Size*: 59” Dia x 79” High
  - Water resistant nylon fabric
  - Has floor liner & door ties
  - Great for indoor/outdoor fun
  - Frame made of PVC Poles

**Extra Arrows**

- **7012 Replacement Arrows**
  - 3-12” Arrows with Safety Rubber Tips

- **7018 Replacement Arrows**
  - 3-18” Arrows with Safety Rubber Tips

**Archery Assortment**

- **7045** Attractive floor displayer contains 12 #7101, 6 #7205 and 6 #7351

- **380** Replacement Arrows
  - 3-12” Arrows with Safety Rubber Tips
Rubber Band Shooters

4000B

4000 Band-It Pistol
Solid one-piece, double shot wood target pistol is 14 1/2” long. Available in a painted finish. Rubber bands included.

#4 Extra Rubber Bands
(not shown)
Fits Rifle and Pistol

4100B

4100 Band-It Rifle
Solid one-piece double shot target rifle is 20” long. Available in a painted finish. Rubber bands included.

Pop Gun

4300B

4300 Pop Gun
Plastic cork attaches to gun with a string. Gun is approximately 22” long and has a plastic barrel and a wooden stock.

PG-43 Display Rack
14.25” W x 39” H x 17.5” D
Displays 24 pieces total
(Displays the #4000, #4100 & #4300)

Stick Horses

7904

7904 Stick Horse
All wood stick horse comes with wood handle, black braided reins and vinyl ears. 36” Long with a Pecan finish. Imported from China.

SH-24

SH-24 OK Corral - Stick Horse Display
Holds 24 Stick Horses
Pecan finish. Made in USA.
Hats

- **5105** Cowboy Hat
  - Color: Black
  - Size: Child
- **5104** Cowgirl Hat
  - Color: Purple
  - Size: Child
- **5110** Cowgirl Hat
  - Color: Pink
  - Size: Child
- **5100P** Girls Coonskin Cap
  - Color: Pink
  - Material: Plush
  - Size: Child

- **5100** Coonskin Cap
  - Color: Black
  - Material: Plush
  - Size: Child

- **5101** Confederate Kepi
  - Color: Gray with Flag
  - Size: Child
- **5102** Union Kepi
  - Color: Blue with Flag
  - Size: Child
- **5103** Pirate Hat
  - Color: Black with white trim
  - Size: Child

**NEW STYLE!**

Toy Binoculars & Pirate Scope

- **4900** Toy Binocular
  - Color: Black
  - Size: 4.25” x 3.5”
  - Imported from China.
- **4901** Toy Binocular
  - Color: Black & Silver
  - Size: 4.25” x 4.25”
  - Imported from China.
- **4904** Jr. Pirate Scope
  - Size: 12 x 30mm
  - Extendable: 11”
  - Packaged in poly bag with header card.
  - Color: Black & Silver
  - Imported from China.

Toy Binoculars #4900 & #4901 are made of durable plastic and rubber. They look & work like real Binoculars each with 4x30 magnification. They are packaged in a poly bag with a header card for hanging on a peg. Imported from China.
Gun Displays
Displays enhance product visibility and increase your product sales

R-50
Dimensions:
16” Wide x 14” Deep x 37-1/2” High.
DISPLAYS 12 PIECES (6 Rifles, 6 pistols)

R-100
29-1/2” Wide 14” Deep, 30-1/4” High.
DISPLAYS 24 PIECES (12 Rifles, 12 pistols)

CAP-12
Wire Display for roll caps.
DISPLAYS 12 PIECES (pictured on side of R-100)

GS-36
- 46” Wide, 16” Deep
- 30” High
- DISPLAYS 36 PIECES (18 rifles, 18 pistols)
Gun Displays

R-52
36” x 47”
DISPLAYS 52 PIECES
(36 Rifles, 16 pistols)

MPR-110

Front & Back total count
12 assorted wood & steel Rifles Bulk
12 assorted wood & steel Pistol Bulk

Left & Right sides, both sides total count
Can hold up to 16 Rifles on cards
Can hold up to 16 - 40 Pistols on cards
Can hold up to 5 - 10 dozen Caps & Ammo

Top of Display both sides total count
Can hold 8 Boxed Double Holster Sets
Can hold 16 Caps or Ammo
Can hold 8 Pop Up Targets
Displays one Pop Up Target

The total amount of items on the 2 sides will vary depending upon customer’s design plan.

Dimensions:
48” wide x 36” deep x 72” high

Easy Moving:
4 wheels for easy moving which lock down.

APR-184

Front & Back total count
56 assorted wood & steel Rifles
28 assorted wood & steel Pistol

Left & Right side total count
Can hold up to 12 Rifles on cards
Can hold up to 48 Pistols on cards
Can hold up to 12 dozen Caps & Ammo

The total amount of items on the 2 sides will vary depending upon customer’s design plan.

Dimensions:
36” wide x 44” deep x 69.5” high

Easy Moving:
4 wheels for easy moving which lock down.

WM-120
24” Wide, 24” Deep, 60” High
DISPLAYS 120 PIECES.
American Owned

Since 1936

American Proud

COME SEE US AT ONE OF THE 2016 TRADE SHOWS

AMERICASMART - ATLANTA, GA. - JANUARY & JULY
FINDS - DALLAS, TX. - JANUARY
MID-STATES - MINNEAPOLIS, MN. - JANUARY
OASIS SHOW - PHOENIX, AZ. - JAN.
HALLOWEEN & PARTY - NEW ORLEANS, LA. - FEBRUARY
TOY FAIR - (JAVITS) - NEW YORK CITY - FEBRUARY
GIFT MERCHANDISE MART SHOW - DENVER, CO. - FEBRUARY
SPORTS INC. - PHOENIX, AZ. - FEBRUARY

NATIONS BEST SPORTS SHOW - FORT WORTH, TX. - FEB. & SEPT.
WHEATBELT - KANSAS CITY, MO. - JUNE.
ASD SHOW - LAS VEGAS, NV. - MARCH & AUGUST
LAS VEGAS GIFT & SOUVENIR SHOW - LAS VEGAS, NV. - SEPT.
NEW YORK SOUVENIR SHOW - SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY. - OCT.
NORTH CONWAY GIFT SHOW - N. CONWAY, NH. - OCT.
IGES - SOUVENIR SUPER SHOW - SEVIERVILLE, TN. - NOV.
SMOKY MTN. GIFT SHOW - GATLINBURG, TN. - NOV.

CALL US IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON THESE TRADE SHOWS

Parris Manufacturing Company
Corporate Offices and Distribution Center
P.O. Box 338 - Savannah, TN 38372-0338
Phone 731-925-3918 - Toll Free 1-800-530-7308 - FAX 731-925-1139
E-mail info@parrismfgco.com

Keep up with our new items and ideas during the year on our website:
www.parrismfgco.com

Alton Ramsey Sales
Western States Sales Manager
Tel: (307) 864-2226  Cell: (303) 898-9220
Fax: (307) 864-2227
altonramsey@msn.com

Irons and Associates

David Irons
Eastern States Sales Manager
Tel: (256) 381-3972 - Fax: (256) 381-3973
drirons1@gmail.com

Aaron Irons
Northeast
Regional Accounts Manager
Tel: (256) 389-3969
Fax: (256) 389-3970
airons@bellsouth.net

Chris Irons
Southeast
Regional Accounts Manager
Tel: (256) 764-1011
Fax: (256) 712-2018
crirons@me.com

We accept the following forms of payment:

Due to possible changes in federal specifications Parris reserves the right to change product details without notice.